
Regional Supply Explains How Window Tint
Protects Against the Sun’s UV Rays

The sun’s powerful UV rays threaten both

the exterior and interior of a vehicle if not

properly protected.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, UNITED STATES,

April 18, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Vehicle owners regularly look to

protect their cars from the sun, a

problem most factory-made cars face

without many easy solutions. The sun’s

powerful UV rays threaten both the

exterior and interior of a vehicle if not

properly protected. One of the

simplest solutions owners can take to

protect their vehicles involves window

tinting—whether for a personal vehicle

or even a company fleet. 

“Here at Regional Supply, we offer a

huge range of vehicle protection

materials and services to our clients, from paint protection through car window tint film and

many related products,” said Lawrence Wiscombe, general manager of Regional Supply.  

How does window tint protect both the exterior and interior of one’s vehicle from the risks posed

by the sun and its UV rays, and why should someone consider it for their vehicle? Here's a basic

primer.  

The Sun's Impact on Vehicles 

---------- 

The first and more well-known risk that the sun's UV rays may pose to a vehicle is leather

damage. UV rays can fade and crack leather, particularly on the seats of a vehicle that are often

exposed to the sun. 

However, there is another area of a car which might not immediately come to mind as being at
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risk from sunlight: The glass of the

windows. UV window damage has

been linked with several unwanted

outcomes for car owners, including

interior fading or discoloring and

incorrect window functionality.  

Window tint film is a perfect remedy

for both these issues and can ensure

that the glass and interior leather

material is protected. UV window film

will block the majority of harmful UV

rays from passing through into the

vehicle, preventing both fading and

other damage to windows and interior

materials as well as ensuring proper

functionality for those windows. In

addition, the film applied to windows

serves as impact protection -- in cases

where these windows might otherwise

shatter, the tint film will prevent shards

of glass from flying and potentially injuring the driver or other passengers. 

Incidentally, window tinting offers one additional sun/vehicle benefit most drivers don't consider

at all: protection for their skin. While it's true that a car's windows offer passengers some
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protection against UV rays and sunburns, some people

assume they are 100% protected -- and this isn't true at all.

Rather, these passengers are still being exposed to both

UVA and UVB rays, both of which can penetrate glass. UVA

rays in particular have been linked with skin damage and

certain cancers. In many ways, a car's interior can be just

as much a place for protecting oneself from sun exposure

as the beach or park, so it's important to think about this

area of one’s vehicle from that perspective, too.  

Once again, this is where window tint shows its value. By

applying it to vehicle windows, owners can cut off much of

the sun's UV rays, preventing harmful exposure. Installing window tint saves time, hassle, and

money by cutting down on needs for sunscreen at the park, beach, or even in one’s own vehicle.

About Regional Supply   

https://www.regionalsupply.com


--------------------   

Regional Supply specializes in wholesale supply to screen printers, large format digital printers,

electric and vinyl sign makers and installers, and a wide variety of plastics users. We carry over

10,000 items for your business from vinyl, inks and neon, to plastic sheets, transformers, screens

and lamps. We take pride in keeping our customers up to date on the latest technology and

knowledge the industry with hands-on educational classes on many different subjects and

products. Founded in 1946, we value relationships and don’t just sell products--we take care of

our customers through technical support, daily delivery and a personal sales staff. To quote our

founder Art Mendenhall, “We are in business to solve peoples’ problems."  

Learn more by visiting www.regionalsupply.com, emailing us at support@regionalsupply.com, or

giving us a call at (800)-365-8920.  
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